5 Reasons Why Our Pickup Liftgates Offer A New Dimension!

1. **Direct Drive Twin Cylinder Power** – We provide even, hydraulic lifting power at each side of the platform, and there are no lifting cables or chains to maintain and wear out.

2. **Heavy-Duty Stabilizer Beam** – Our beefy 3 inch, 11 gauge tubular steel beam connects the two lift arms, balancing heavy loads and virtually eliminating any side-to-side shifting.

3. **1,500 Pound Lifting Capacity** – The LoadBlazer has the power to easily load most pickups to their *rated capacity* in just one lift.

4. **Large Platform** – We offer a large 50” x 41” + 6” platform with a full 52.5” opening into the truck bed and a bed height up to 46”. A two-piece diamond treadplate steel platform folds evenly with the sides of the truck bed in the closed position allowing normal rear visibility. (aluminum platform model available)

5. **Premium Appearance** – A brushed aluminum appearance plate covers the platform bolsters and provides a smooth, clean, OEM truck look.
The Anthony Difference

1. Easy Access Power Unit – Accessible through a steel panel on top of the rear bumper housing. A clear-view hydraulic reservoir provides quick fluid level inspection.

2. Steel platforms and weldments are prepped to a near white finish with a shot-blast process, then the parts are powder-coat painted and cured at 400 degrees F for 30 minutes to ensure the best possible appearance, impact resistance, coating adhesion, and wear resistance.

3. Low operating hydraulic pressure extends the life of the power unit, hoses, cylinder seals, and battery.

4. Zero leak SAE connections, an Anthony pioneered feature. No leak-prone pipe threads are ever used.

5. Service-Free™ – Composite bushings are used at all pivot points to prevent wear to pins and arms. No lubrication is required.

Each Anthony LoadBlazer liftgate is factory assembled, energized, completely cycled on our test stand, pressure set, oil filled, all to ensure the highest quality when it reaches the end user.

6. Potted Switches – All Anthony switches are “potted” to seal out moisture. The terminals and connections are permanently separated and sealed in epoxy to eliminate corrosion and electrical failure.


8. E-Z Mount Installation – All Anthony liftgates are shipped pre-assembled for fast, clean, easy installation.

9. Factory Installed Hydraulic Fluid – Factory filling helps prevents contamination during installation. Our standard is Mobil Multi-Purpose ATF. For cold weather applications we use Mobil 1 Synthetic ATF.


11. Utility Body Application - A special mounting kit easliy adapts the LoadBlazer to fit most service bodies.

12. Spare Tire Access – Easy accessibility is through two holes in the rear frame.

All Anthony LoadBlazer liftgates are serial numbered and computer logged for quick factory service identification, warranty and repair information.